Pilling® Blue Fiber Optic Cable

Description:
For use with Pilling® Laryngoscopes, Bronchoscopes and Esophagoscopes.

W358PRA: Pilling® Blue Fiber Optic Cable, Wolf illuminator end, 3.5 mm bundle, 8 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end

Related:
- A358AFA: ACMI illuminator end, 8 ft. length, ACMI female instrument end
- A358PRA: ACMI illuminator end, 8 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end
- O358PRA: Olympus illuminator end, 8 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end
- P356PRA: Pilling® illuminator end, 6 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end
- P358PRA: Pilling® illuminator end, 8 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end
- S358PRA: Storz illuminator end, 8 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end
- W356PXA: Bifurcated cable, Wolf illuminator end, 6 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end
- W358PRA: Wolf illuminator end, 8 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end
- W358PXA: Bifurcated cable, Wolf illuminator end, 8 ft. length, Pilling® rotating instrument end

To order this product, please call:

United States
866-246-6990

Canada
800-387-9699
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